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Thank you, tinyML Strategic Partners*, 
for committing to take tinyML to the next Level, together



Executive Strategic Partners
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The Leading Development 
Platform for Edge ML

edgeimpulse.com
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Making Edge AI A Reality

Accelerate Your Edge Compute 

www.syntiant.com

http://www.syntiant.com/


Platinum Strategic Partners
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Fastest Video Analytics Solutions on Arm CPUs

www.deeplite.ai
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High-Value or Safety-Critical Use Cases?

For your most important projects, use

TinyML software that covers the full engineering lifecycle:
Reality AI Tools®

● AutoML for non-visual sensing based on advanced signal processing math
● Hardware design analytics
● Explanation of TinyML models in terms of underlying physics
● Automated Data Readiness assessment

https://reality.ai/ @SensorAI info@reality.ai Reality AI







Gold Strategic Partners
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Witness potential made possible at analog.com.

Where what if
becomes what is.



FOTAHU
BMaking Over-the-Air Firmware and ML models Updates Simple and Accessible!

Securely update your IoT 

devices  regardless of their 

Hardware  Platform (Silicon) 

Provider and  physical location.

Unlock TinyML business value  

through OTA Firmware and 

ML  models update.

Pay-as you-go

www.fotahub.com 

contact@fotahub.com

http://www.fotahub.com/
mailto:contact@fotahub.com


Reach out to info@latentai.com 

The Latent AI Efficient Inference PlatformTM (LEIP) 
combined with application templates 

makes optimizing neural networks 
for production inference a cinch. 

THE EASY BUTTON FOR DEVELOPERS resulting 
in faster time to market.



TOGETHER, WE ACCELERATE THE BREAKTHROUGHS THAT 
ADVANCE OUR WORLD

www.nxp.com/ai

http://www.nxp.com/ai






www.st.com/ai

STMicroelectronics provides extensive 

solutions to make tiny 

Machine Learning easy
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ENGINEERING
EXCEPTIONAL
EXPERIENCES
We engineer exceptional experiences
for consumers in the home, at work,
in the car, or on the go.

www.synaptics.com
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tinyML On Device Learning Forum
Chair: Dr. Danilo Pau (ST)

August 31- September 1, 2022

https://www.tinyml.org/event/on-device-learning

The goal of On Device Learning (ODL) is to make edge devices “smarter” and more 
efficient by observing changes in the data collected and self-adjusting / reconfiguring the 
device’s operating model. Optionally the “knowledge” gained by the device is shared with 

other deployed devices.

More sponsorships are available: sponsorships@tinyML.org

https://www.tinyml.org/event/on-device-learning
mailto:sponsorships@tinyML.org


tinyML Neuromorphic Engineering Forum

September 27, 2022
https://www.tinyml.org/event/tinyml-neuromorphic-engineering-forum

tinyML is a fast-growing initiative around low-power machine-learning technologies for edge 
devices. The scope of tinyML naturally aligns with the field of neuromorphic engineering, whose 

purpose is to replicate and exploit the way biological systems sense and process information within 
constrained resources.

More sponsorships are available: sponsorships@tinyML.org

Chair: Prof. Charlotte Frenkel (TU-Delft)

https://www.tinyml.org/event/tinyml-neuromorphic-engineering-forum
mailto:sponsorships@tinyML.org


tinyML EMEA Innovation Forum 2022 

Connect, Unify, and Grow the tinyML EMEA Community
October 10-12, 2022

https://www.tinyml.org/event/emea-2022
in person in Cyprus, Grand Resort, Limassol

Registration is open now (late fee after Sept 15)

More sponsorships: sponsorships@tinyML.org

Keynote 
speakers:

Alberto L. SANGIOVANNI-VINCENTELLI,
UC-Berkeley, Cadence & Synopsys

Massimo BANZI
CTO, Arduino 

Chair: Prof. Francesco Conti (Univ of Bologna)

https://www.tinyml.org/event/emea-2022
mailto:sponsorships@tinyML.org


Join Growing tinyML Communities:

bb

tinyML - Enabling ultra-low Power ML at the Edge
https://www.meetup.com/tinyML-Enabling-ultra-low-Power-ML-at-the-Edge/

The tinyML Community
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13694488/

11k members in
46 Groups in 37 Countries

3k members 
&

8.4k followers

https://www.meetup.com/tinyML-Enabling-ultra-low-Power-ML-at-the-Edge/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13694488/


Subscribe to
tinyML YouTube Channel

for updates and notifications
(including this video)

www.youtube.com/tinyML

7.4k subscribers, 441 videos with 236k views 

http://www.youtube.com/tinyML


Reminders

youtube.com/tinyml

Slides & Videos will be posted 
tomorrow

tinyml.org/forums

Please use the Q&A window for your 
questions



Hi I am Soham,
Lead ML Engineer



Scaledown Verticals



Optimization for 
TinyML

● TinyML models need to be optimized before 

deployment

● Optimization reduces:

○ The model’s size or memory requirements: 

Memory savings

○ The number of operations needed to execute it: 

Compute savings

● Commonly used optimization techniques:

○ Quantization: memory savings or memory and 

compute savings

○ Pruning: memory savings

○ Early Exits: compute savings

○ Knowledge Distillation: memory and compute 

savings



Knowledge Distillation

Soham Chatterjee

1. Introduction to Knowledge 

Distillation

2. How Knowledge Distillation Works

3. Using ScaleDown for KD 

optimisation



Introduction to 
Knowledge Distillation

● Knowledge Distillation 
compresses information from a 
larger model to a smaller model.

● The larger model is trained on the 
dataset

● The smaller model is trained 
using the outputs from the larger 
model

● Large trained model - Teacher

● Small untrained model - Student



Process of Knowledge Distillation

● When a model predicts a class, it assigns a higher probabilities to that class 
and lower to the rest: Soft Labels

● To get a prediction, we take the max of the probabilities: Hard Labels

● Unlike hard labels, soft labels have more information: Hidden knowledge

● The soft labels are used to distill or transfer knowledge to the student or 
smaller model

● The student learns to mimic the teacher



Transferring Knowledge

When we do KD, instead of teaching the student with one-

hot encoded labels, called hard labels, we teach it with the 

class probability output of the teacher model.

Since these labels are not ones and zeros, they 

are known as soft labels



Demo



Transferring Knowledge

Internal Representation: Large models have a lot of parameters, this helps them learn faster and better. 

However, such models may also be over-parameterized, meaning that they have more parameters than 

are needed to actually represent the data. This is why we can train a smaller neural network and still 

have it get a similar accuracy as a large network.



Advantages of 
Knowledge 
Distillation

● Student model can be trained with 

unlabelled data

● Student model can get more 

accurate than the teacher model

● Both memory and compute savings



Disadvantages of 
Knowledge Distillation

● Increases operational challenge 

when setting up

● Have to keep track of multiple 

models and losses

● Student model design and training 

paradigm can vastly affect the 

accuracy of the student model



Knowledge Distillation via ScaleDown
● Simplification: To train a student model with Knowledge distillation requires you to manage two 

models and multiple loss functions as well as additional hyperparameters like the temperature, 
alpha and beta.

● Quickly Run Experiments: Training a KD is simple since all you need to do is specify the high-level 
details like the models and loss functions, and ScaleDown will take care of training the model and 
giving you results.

● High-Level API: KD is a tricky algorithm to get to work. Often, the student model is not able to 
properly learn from a teacher model. High-Level API makes it easy

● Low-Level Tuning: However, at the same time, ScaleDown also lets you manipulate the finer 
details of the algorithm to get the best results. This can be useful for researchers or experienced 
practitioners.





How can you get Involved?



How can you get Involved?



How can you get Involved?



Creating Content

How can you started?

Get Acclimated to User-Guide and Website 
Development

Write a blog on TinyML

Build a project and publish that as a blog

Create Study Group 
Content

Present at meetup and conferences like those by the 
TinyML Foundation



How can you get Involved?



Research Paper Ideas

Development:

1. Support New Research Algorithms like Early Exits

2. Provide Wrapper via ScaleDown

3. Increase Model Security via wrapper

Community

1. Paper Reading via TinyML SG

Research Papers

1. TinyMLOps

2. White Papers

a. TinyMLOPs with ScaleDown

b. Optimisation Techniques with ScaleDown

c. Hardware Library Ecosystem with 

ScaleDown

d. Implementing New Research Algorithms



How can you get Involved?



Contributing to ScaleDown: Code

● Repo: github/scaledown-team/scaledown

● Create an issue or pick up existing issues and 

action items

● Contributing

○ Each type of algorithm has its own folder:

○ Add your algorithm implementation

○ Extras:

■ Add documentation and examples

■ Add tests

■ Make sure the API can support multiple 

frameworks

○ Create PR!



Contributing to ScaleDown: Documentation

● Repo: github/scaledown-team/scaledown-

team.github.io

● Made with mkdocs

● Contributing

○ Add examples or projects and publish to our blog

○ Create user guides and recipes for each algorithm

○ Add learning materials for each algorithm



Roadmap

Q2:2022:

ScaleDown support for Knowledge 

Distillation,

Support for TFLite and PyTorch,

Q3:2022:

Starting Hardware Library to 1 city

Publish 1 research paper

Support Quantization and Pruning

Support for OpenVino and ONNX

Q4:2022:

ScaleDown support for TinyMLOps, 

monitoring, security and model updates

Complete 1 cycles of Hardware Library



Join Us! 
Contribute to ScaleDown!
Check out the slack link (ScaleDown)

https://join.slack.com/t/newworkspace-nvj6863/shared_invite/zt-10s5tnxit-b8Xwf81zn4fMNSp9IiA_vA


What’s Next?

https://www.meetup.com/tinyml-enabling-ultra-low-
power-ml-at-the-edge-singapore/



Knowledge Distillation

1. Contributing to ScaleDown-

Knowledge Distillation

2. Research Paper Reading on 

Knowledge Distillation

3. Research Paper 

Implementation

4. Introduction to Quantization



Copyright Notice

This multimedia file is copyright © 2022 by tinyML Foundation. 
All rights reserved. It may not be duplicated or distributed in any 
form without prior written approval.

tinyML® is a registered trademark of the tinyML Foundation.

www.tinyml.org



Copyright Notice

This presentation in this publication was presented as a tinyML® Talks webcast. The content reflects the 
opinion of the author(s) and their respective companies. The inclusion of presentations in this 
publication does not constitute an endorsement by tinyML Foundation or the sponsors.

There is no copyright protection claimed by this publication. However, each presentation is the work of 
the authors and their respective companies and may contain copyrighted material. As such, it is strongly 
encouraged that any use reflect proper acknowledgement to the appropriate source. Any questions 
regarding the use of any materials presented should be directed to the author(s) or their companies.

tinyML is a registered trademark of the tinyML Foundation.

www.tinyml.org


